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SPECTATOR

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1946

VOLUME XIV.

NUMBER 1

Meet, Dance, Picnic Climax Frosh Week
Enrollment zoomed skyward at SC this week with the
greatest student regstration in the fifty-four year history
of the institution. Up-to-the minute statistical release from
the Dean's Office showed a twenty-three hundred sixty-one
enrollment rigure, an increase of one hundred and fifty percent over the Summer Quarter.
Expansion of the Liberal Arts Hall will care for the huge
turnout of collegians, and new modifications to the Engineering Hall will handle huge proportions of the incoming registrants, it was revealed.
Total veteran enrollment for the term exceeds fourteen
hundred, the largest contingent to enter Seattle College.
The ratio of man to woman is now five males to every single
coed, a student spokesman sa"d. The new women-men ratio
smothers the record of the Spi\lig Quarter, when the ratio
was two and one half women to every single man.
Mrs. Kenneth Johnson (Ruth Brand) Registrar, announced that present registration will officially close tcday.
Enrollment is expected to reach a total of twenty-five

COLUMBUS NURSES INITIATE

Schedule of Co-Chairmen
Quinn and O'Neill to End
In Suquamish Jaunt Sunday

Climaxing a week of Frosh activities, under the co-chairmanship of I. X., Bill Quinn, and Joan O'Neill, Silver Scroll,
a student body meeting will be held this afternoon in the
K. of C. auditorium, at 12 o'clock noon. On schedule for
the meeting is the transacting of new and old business.
Entertainment will be offered in the way of a skit produced
by "The Little Alley Art Players" (Drama Guild). Purpose of the gathering is to acquaint both Freshmen and
new students to the method by which student government
affairs are managed.
Second on the week-end climax

Twenty-five Added to
Faculty; Three
In Engineering

hundred.

Probationers at Columbus Hospital School of Nursing "mow"
The College has received this unprecedented enrollment
the
lawn at the school with their teeth as part of initiation week
despite
the fact that one-half
without too much difficulty
that closed last Tuesday at the hospital. Senior students in the backof the L. A. building is not fully completed. Main difficulty ground, making sure the 'probies" eat it close enough, include (left
at themoment was accustoming old students to the fact that to right) Mary Louise Albrecht, Evelyn Driscoll, Ozella Eastman,
the College could have grown so much in such a short time. Eva Obert and Elizabeth Rhodes. Probationers, left to right, are

Debate Program
To be Featured
At Gavel Meet

With the opening of the Fall
Quarter realizing an Increase of

1,500 students, Seattle College has
added 25 new members to its al-

is the "Get Acquainted" mixer
tonight aC the Encore (Faurot's)
Ballroom located at 13th and

Pike Streets. Tickets, which are
selling for 65c per person, may be
purchased from any of the Intercollegiate Knights or Silver Scroll
members. Providing music for the
night is Senter Case's orchestra.

ready enlarged taculty. Leading
the expansionis the School of EnAll Freshmen are urged to wear
gineering
with 3 new members:
Margie Grecco, Mary MacGregor, Constance Lopthein, Loretto Frangreen ribboned badges with
Mr.
the
Bryce
G.
Bennett,
Civil Encis, Margaret Roberts, Margaret Gross, Harriet Farrow, Margaret
Mr.
Entheir
names written on them at
gineering;
Black,
Alfred
Gavel Club, debating organizaLynn, and Ellen Stuessi.
tion at SC, meets Tuesday, Octo- gineering Machinist; and Mr. the dance where they will meet
ber 15th at 7:30 p.m. in Room James Harland, Civil Engineering. the student body in its first real
The remaining 10 appointees and
118 of the Liberal Arts Bldg. Eve'
social event of the coming year.
ning debate topic is: Resolved: their respective departments are:
An increase of almost 1,000 stuClosing out the week is the Hi"The subsistance allowance for Mr. Francis Armstrong, Violin;
body members hied student
dent
attending school should be In- Mr. Ernest Barnaud, English; Mr. yu Coolee sponsored all-school
By
vets
heads to convene for a pre-school
1
Gregory Crawley, Speech instruccreased."
picnic which will be held this
dinner
last
week.
and
discussion
war,
colEvery year before the
A brief business meeting will tor; Mr. Willard Fenton, assis- Sunday
at Suquamish under Hiyu
exigent
by
Holt,
Declared
Fred
The new veterans' housing unit precede the evening's debating tant Athletic Director; Mr. NewA spirited throng of potential
leges all over America used to
was
president,
meeting
ASSC
the
Chief
McKay. As explained
ton
Commerce
Jim
Galley,
and Finhave a vigorous 'hazing* program
singers was reported by moder- at Tenth Avenue andSpring Street program. Old members will be reby Associated Student ator,
attended
ance;
Mr.
Carl
at
Johnson,
Wednesday's
all
Freshis
Commerce
incoming
Reldy,
complete.
to prove to
Father
to have
The structure, which ceived back into the ranks of the
freshman meeting
officers, presidents and vice-presmen that College life was, indeed,
turned out for three recent meet- was moved from Kirkland, has Gaveleers, and new members will and Finance; Mr. Oval M. Klose, the one dollar fee, which should
of major SC clubs, and ings
a new departure from previousex- idents
of the Opera Guild. The been erected for the use of un- be welcomed, it was revealed by Mathematics; Mr. William Lone, be paid before noon today, will
Mathematics; Paul Luger, S.J., cover transportation costs, dancing,
istence. Heretofore, a college man chairmen of major activities.
Giuld is expecting a big year due married male veterans at an ap- club officers.
First on the business agenda was to the return of several veterans proximate cost of $35,000. Father
or woman was not a full-fledged
Last year the Gavel Club en- Physics; Francis Lindekugel, S.J., baseball, football and liberal restudent until he or she consumed the announcement that the Advis- of last spring's "Pirates of Pen- Wharton and Father Earl have Joyed one of the biggest and most Religion; Mr. William Moeller, freshments.
their quota of goldfish or raw ory Board must approve eve- zance" production.
been appointed
supei?visojs successful years ,of its 4»t4mr. Music; Mr. Joseph McMurray,
The day'a schedule calls for H
Commerce and "Finance; Mr. John meeting of
have
oysters amid a profusion of paddle- ry item destined for the bulletin
up
and
taken
in
everyone at Colman
During
residence
the
awards
were
year
gaPresident BUI Moeller anA. Olmer, English; Philip Sore- Dock at
wielding- and sack-cloth wearing boards. Posters, notices, and other
quarters.
their
new
members
from
a.m. and a full day
by
thered
club
eve10:00
ba
nounced that the leads will
ghan, S.J., English; Miss Nancy of
apparel. But nowadaysthe trendis modes of information were declarfestivities- Tickets are being
ry source. In the Pacific Coast Swarva, English;
curThe
will
picked
next
week
for
the
addition
accommodate
Mrs. G. Ivey,
away from these practices because ed to be subject to sanction by
rent production, "The Mikado". sixty-eight residents. Two men are tourneys the Gavel Club brought Biology; and Miss Jeanne Tang- handled by John Floyd and Joann
many of this generation have al- Mike Hoffmann, Rosemary BarCruickshank with the assistance
All students Interested in this ac- assigned to each room and there home three first place winnings, ney, English.
ready had their; quota of excite- rett, or Pat Collins before being tivity
of Don Byington and Kay Madfour secondary positions and one
to
is
a
room
in
front
urged
are
attend
the
small
evefor
ment during the past few yeara. posted on any board.
ding. They may be obtained in
meetings. The first public per- ning "fireside chats." Room and third placement. Tours took the
Verdicts deducted from various formance will be given at the board is provided for the veterans Gavel contestants to Oregon,
the main hall of the Liberal Arts
In keeping with changed times,
Building this morning.
the Frosh Week planners strived controversies entailed during the Moore Theatre on the twenty- in this unit for the nominal fee Washington, and California; meetJoan Martin, abetted by her
ing such schools as U.S.C., W.S.C.,
to harass the former students and meeting included motions to re- sixth of November.
of $125 a quarter.
Sarazin cell-mates, is in charge
and
0.5.C.,
certain faculty members and give tain the Homecoming Ball as an
U.C.L.AEleven states and the Dominion
of food, and Louie Duvall is planthe new students a break. The open dance, to continue the pracAs hostto the Annual High School
of Canada are represented in the
holding
body
student
asthe day's sports program.
ning
new arrivals received a classroom tice of
Debate
the
Tournament,
Gavel
new dwelling. Coming' from the
Knights
in
the
of
Columsemblies
schedule and a frosh week proAtlantic Seaboard are Henry Re- Club feted high school guests with Very Rev. John Janssens, S.J.
gram, and found their way to bus hall, to hold similar pre-quardeker
of Newark, New Jersey and an expansive banquet and dance was elected the twenty-fifth Genclass with a minimum of confus- ter dinners at the beginning of
Typolder of Baltimore, Mary- on their SC stay in mid-Decem- eral of the Society of Jesus on
Felix
each session, and to restrict some
ion.
land- TomBeaudet, Junior pre-law ber of the last year debating sea- September 12th in Rome, at a
THIS WEEK
Under the directionof Mr FranBut the, payoff came when the of the College social activities to
represen- son.
Canadian
major,
Friday:
Body Meeting
is
the
Student
General
Congregation
of delegates
cis Armstrong, the new string orolder students faced the new a fixed number of tickets.
tative, hailing from New WestBeverly McLucas, pre-legal jun- from all parts of the world. TwenC. Hall, 12:00
K.
Flanked by membersof the Let- chestra, another addition to the minster, B. C
changes. Many a late-riser, slightior will preside over the Gavel ty-four delegates of which three
Frosh Mixer
ly confused by the complex sched- termen's Club, Prexy Dutch Goe- rapidly expanding Music DepartClub this season. She is one of were from
Faurot's Hall, 9 to 12
the Northwest repreule, stumbled into the "Cave" bel reported on plans initiated for ment, met last Tuesday. An exthe winners of the debate tourn- sentedthe
Frosh Picnic at SuSunday:
in
States.
Fr.
Jansreported
United
nickel in hand for a "coffee-and" the year by the sports depart- cellent turnout was
quamish, Colman Dock,
orable towards the new bunga- ament in Los Angeles at Linfield sens was the professor of three
violin
other
dithe
section
but
only to be surrounded by surprised ment.It was announced that most
lows. In an exclusive Interview to College as well as in Tacoma. Bev- members of the College Faculty:
10:15
workmen, who promptly escorted of the basketball games will be visions are in need of additional
erly stated, "A special invitation
the
Bob
Wnnasek
press,
quipped,
and
PerNEXT WEEK
Nichols,
Logan,
Fathers
him to the nearest exit, while held at the University of Wash- talent.
"A great improvement on G. I. for tonight's meeting is extended onteau, while they were making Tuesday: Commerce Club Meetdebate
which
ensued
ington.
Joining
A
Anyone Interested in
said one muttered: "You can't
particularly to all veterans."
barracks."
their theological studies in Beling, 7:30
evict" me without an order; I
lived for the purpose of discussing ways the ensemble is urged to contact
glum.
Gavel
Club Meeting, 7:30, R.
of augmenting attendance at ath- Father Reidy, moderator of the
here last quarter!"
Very Rev. Vincent McCormick,
118
functions resulted in motions group, before Tuesday, October
letic
Next scene shows hardware
of the New York Province was
Sophomore Class Meeting,
and a pep band- Peak 15, the date of the next practice.
shortage catching up to English for rallies
the
represent
chosen
to
Jesuits
proclama12:10, R. 118
of
the
session
concerned
It is the intention of the DepartProf, as he clutches door with
of the United States in Rome. He
Private tryouts for "The Miof a basketball contest with ment to form a complete string
tion
one hand and gestures for his
was formerly the Rector"Magnifkado," R. 32, 12:30
University of Santa Clara. A orchestra and later add the brasslecture with the other hand. Out- the
icuns
of
Gregorian
University
the
Watch
the bulletin boards for
(Continued
es,
page
4)
on
woodwinds, and percussion insiders figure the information must
in Rome and during the war servSenior Class Meeting
necessary
complete
struments
for
be at least top secret by the way
ed in a liaison capacity between
Junior Class Meeting
Plans for a pep band were
instrumentation.
the door was kept closed at all
the Holy See and the American
formulated by the" music departJudicial BoardExamination
costs.
forces.
ment this week. The ,band will
turnout
Athletic
time and
Another professor was solving
It is of interest to many in Seorganized in cooperation with
place will be announced later
be
seating
arrangement
by
his
dividattle that Very Rev. John J. Han- Silver Scroll
watch bulletin
the enlarged athletic program at
ing students from A to L into one
non, noted professor of theology
Seattle College. The position of
board
building and from L td Z into the
at University College, Dublin, who
director of this spirited! group is
other. As the one hundredth stuin
1938 visited Seattle as Apostolic
yet
Anyone
as
unclaimed.
wishdent crossed the threshhold, the
The Rev. Geoffrey J. O'Shea,
Visitor to the Irish Christian Broing to apply is requested to conprof, was jumping up and down S. J., President of Seattle Colthers, was elected to represent
tact Father Reidy for an interand shouting "Is your name be- lege from 1921 to 1925, died on Three new SC newspapermenare view.
the English Assistancy.
September 29, 1946 at the age among members of the editorial
tween A and Z?
Plans are afoot for revitalizing of 63.
staff who beat their collective
the Engineers Club, which means
Father O'Shea was in the gums on this year's! first edition
In an effort to solve the proba welcome addition to the grow- Society of Jesus for 43 years of the SPECTATOR. The appointlem of disorderly bulletin boards
ing list of campus organizations. having entered in 1893 at De ments were in addition to those
and conflicting meetings, a comNow is the time for all good mittee headed by Pat Collins, SophThose Engineering students inter- Smet, Idaho. Following his Phil- made by Editor L. John Flood at
workers to come to the aid of omore Advisory
ested should contact Hank Carey osophy studies at Gonzaga Uni- the end of the spring quarterBoard member,
Icordially welcome the largest class of freshmen ever
the "Spec" The bigger newsor Dick Read in the very near versity and his Theological stu- George Anderson, engineering
appointed by Fred Holt with
was
fifty-four
College.
Seattle
register
year
history
to
in the
of
paper demanded by a greater
dies at St. Louis, Missouri, Fath- student, has been promoted
future.
the approval of the Advisory Board.
to the
This is the year and this is the day for which you and
Seattle College requires the The purpose is
er O'Shea served his Tertianshlp
to approve all anA
editorship.
graduate
associate
completeco-operationof a large
at St. Andrew'iVon-the-Hudson,
I
have prayed. Military strategy yields primacy to the
nouncements of meeting, social
of ODea high school, he served
staff.
Poughkeepsie, New York. In 1910
activities, and all other notices
as news and sports reporter on challenging problems of cultural values which are both
There will be a meeting on
All veterans except those un- he entered Los Gatos Novitiate the College weekly.
Christian and American. On the battlefield you learned Monday at 12:30 In room 118 with the exception of office and
der public law 16 must com- for his Perfect studies.
administration bulletins on the
post of news editor has the destruction of war; now, we must ask you temporfor everyone desiring to work college
Father O'Shea came to Seat- The
plete Veterans Administration
bulletin boards.
I
been awarded to Pat Collins, Eng- arily to experience some of the effects of our disorganon the Spectator. New and old
Form 7-1961 immediately. Get tle in 1911 to become the pastor lish sophomore
and veteran of ized national economy.
applicants will be eagerly reAll material to be posted will
forms in room 211Liberal Arts of Immaculate Conception Parlast year's reportorial staff. The
ceived and cards will be circu- be deposited in the office of FaThe number of new students is large but we trust that
ish. He left there in 1915 to teach
building.
third newly appointed member of
lated for positions in the follow- ther Logan where it will be apAll rehabilitation students at Mount St. Michael's. Father the fourth estate Is Tom Tangney, the spirit of friendliness and enthusiastic loyalty charing departments: feature writand posted; or rejected if
was
then
Installed
as
Rector
of
(Public Law 16) see Mr. O'of Seattle College will be maintained. As the ing, advertising, circulation, art proved
acteristic
sophomore,
engineering
who
will
necessary. In case of an emergency
1921,
In
and
College
July,
Seattle
Oonnell betweenOctober 14 and
photography, rewrite, news re- signs will be accepted by Mike
head the sport* department. Edi- young Communist sacrifices for falsehood so you should
October 18 in room 211liberal remained here until 1925 after tor Tangney
as
aportaporting and sports writing.
yourself
supremacy
right
worked
devote
to
the
of
and
learn to
Hoffman, Rose Barrett, or Pat
which he returned to Gonzaga to
Axto Building.
SMALL,
on
(Continued
page
4)
truth.
H.
S.
J.
Collins.
Philosophy.
teach
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1
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—
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SPECTATOR

The Spectator, the official publication of the Associated Students
of Seattle College, will be published every Friday during the schol-

DAY-DREAMING
— Joe Schneider Which

Friday, October 11, 1948

Way Is Out?
—

Jean Razen

In my youth (I'm decrepit
Once again Itread the familiar halls of Seattle College. These
now, of course), I, like everyEDITORIAL STAFF
cheery
halls are old friends of mine. Iknow their every turn and
one else, planned to become a
„
Editor
L. JOHN FLOOD
twist, their every branch and intersection, their every
Iseem
great man. At times, however—
Associate Editor
GEORGE ANDERSON
despite the accumulating hoard
to be lost. There never used to be a soft-drink stand next to
Managing Editor
CATHERINE GIBBONS of holy medals due to my scholLocker No. 57.
astic activity Ibegan to have
„
News Editor
PAT COLLINS misgivings in the matter. As
And people! All the bright, scrubbed faces of yester-quarter,
jROSCOE BALCH
Feature Editor
the years skipped by and Iwon all the happy little groups standing around the only available
Sports Editor
.TOM TANGNEY fewer and fewer medals, and
ashtray, all the gay, mad creatures chewing their sen-sen, bring
then none at all, the misgivings
Rewrite
MARGE LATTA, ROSEMARY BARRETT
back fond memories and arouse new speculation. "Hi, fellas.
mounted. That Ihad genius I
Proof Readers
MARGO HORSMAN, PAT FOLEY never doubted; but, reading how
Glad to see you again
What? IdWn't know that there was
FRANK BARRETT
Photography
still construction going on
.Thought you were fellow students.
Francis Thompson lived and
Chatterton
I
was
forced
died,
Thought
Sorry."
you
BUSINESS STAFF
to wonder whether a coarse,
Business Manager
KEN SCHWEITZER cold-hearted world would ever
Iwonder if the Cavern has changed much since I last was
Circulation Manager
CHRISTINE McHUGH
there? Maybe it has become exclusive. Maybe it no longer caters
discern it. There was, perhaps,
to the proletariat. Perhaps Ishould have worn a white tie and
something a little too fine about
REPORTERS
tails.
I'll pull my blouse out in back, and dare the head-waiter to
me
for
success.
I
lacked the
News—
%hrow me out. I'm a tay-payer, or at least a student-body-feenot
better
brasher
push;
but
K. L. Conroy, J. G. Cruickshank, M. A. Hoffman, J. L. Mckay,
payer. Ihave my rights! "Pardon me, m'sieu, but could you dimen would probably carry off
D. A. Klingele, M. Mooney, M. A. Siderius.
the prizes.
rect me to the front entrance of the Caverw?
This is? But
Sports T. E. Sheehan, B. P. Mehelich.
shouldn't you carry the garbage cans out the back way, then?"
About that time, with the
Editorial and business offices are at 10th and Madison Street,
The place hasn't changed a bit. There's my favorite table"next
pride that apes humility, IbeSeattle 22, Wash. Subscription rate, 50c per quarter. Advertising gan to take a perverse pleasure to the broom closet. I'm glad that nobody removed the cigarette
rates on application, 75c per column inch.
holes from the top. My right elbow Just fits. What a wonderful
In blocking out a different sort
of future. I would not even
feeling it is to prop my feet on the rung of
"Hey, you under
there, the Housing Project is across the street."
court greatness; instead Iwould
go masked In the garments of
Iwonder who will be the first to slouch through the door and
mediocrity and in these demooch a cigarette from me? Who will annoy me with puns and
ceptive togs, electrify whoever
gossip until Igive him a nickel for a cup of chicory? Who
came my way. Iwould be the stale
Spectator
writers wish to
at
time cigar clerk who suddenly quot- will quote old O.P.A. ceiling prices and T. S. Eliot until Iput
on my horn-rimmed Harlequins and frighten him out of a week's
ed Plato, the Western Union
greeting to all students,
a
new
boy who unraveled Einstein. It growth of Commerce and Finance? "Yes, sure I've got a cigar
acquaintances and was not so bold a dream, this Why mother! What are you doing here? Taking a course in
Returning
renew
child psychology?"
plan of traveling intellectually
new students
at
disposal
means Incognito; but it had its own
necessary for attaining
kind of lure. Surely It is the
spiritual, mental,
fellow who does not seem imphysical development.
pressive that can most signally
Impress; it is only someone not
Kempf
students, we are sure,
the featured In the billing
already
who can
really steal the show.
only convinced me that it is engenuine
warm
Dear Sirs:
long
tirely the opposite and that she
It is with tremendous relief
of
college. Throughout
you
Imulled over my possible
that Iclose the cover of the herself is the poorest type of
postman, panhandler,
been
you roles
to
college as a
most infuriating- book I have
authoress. Anyone, that, in orbaggage smasher, cop; but they
have been
ever read. If Iwere a new der to find something to write
organizations in
involved too hurried entrances
about must drag some person
of the Literary Guild
you can gain membership
or too agitated scenes. Ineeded member
you
or nation over the coals pickand had not read anyf of your
an audience with time on its
really
Seattle College
ing out only the defects and
excellent choices in books I
am
hands and no possible avenue
none of the virtues is, In my
certain that Iwould cancel my
you.
your response to
gratone
of escape. The right role, Isaw
estimation definitely lacking
subscription
immediately.
in a flash, was that of a barcooperation.
itude
in
talent. Hasn't she ever heard
quali"SINGING WATERS"
ber. A barber, besides keeping
the famed Biblical quotation,
fies without a doubt for the
you chained and sedentary, is,
every one that exalteth
title, "The most pointless and
of all men, the least esteemer
himself, shall be humbled; and
for his own conversation. But I bigoted book of the year".
he that humbleth himself, shall
would be a barber whose conEvidently Ann Bridges has not
be exalted." ■
versation made Boswells of his
been influenced by her husA pre-school meeting of
body
customers.
band's career, for she throws
I consider myself one of
various associations throughout
all diplomacy aside in every
your average customers and I
T;hfe customers themselves,
other £aragrapl^ Icould write (resent very deeply this, affront
lege was brought
mostly through the
would be they somehow had
pages of quotations that to my intelligence and national
ten
to be as remarkable as I. Tosour newly elected Student Body President,
every bit of Ameriincensed
patriotism. Perhaps if Iwrite
canini should climb into my
can in my soul. According to
a book insulting England on
my
chatter
and
chair,
dreading
certainly
Such a move
every page Miss Bridges will
all set to demolish it. But I Miss Bridges, the American nation is habited entirely by inbe able to find a market for it
would quietly hum an air from
Holt, calling upon
efficient,
greedy, uncultured
in. England.
"Orfeo" or "Die Zauberflote"
"cooperation
himself, was
people whose only and every
and then for an hour and a
Books of this type can only
thought is centered on the
enthusiastically
Cooperation during
half for in his excitement, the
result in continued animosity
"gadgets
destined
to
make
maestro would submit to every
week, however, was unnecessarily
at one
between England and America
item in the barber's repertoire life easier. If a person of any
because insignificant readers
time not forthcoming. A situation as
is absolutely
other
nation
were
to
this
read
Iwould flourish a mental ralike myself make up the voting
not
a plan
a zor along with a manual one; book, and Iam afraid many public of this great nation and
have,
he would come te some
deftly
he would hear
year of success at Seattle College.
very
erroneous /conclusions if England wishes to prevent
dissected, and nod gracefully
about the United States. It this perhaps she had better
about the tempo of a Schubert
doubt this
was an oversight
to the
pen of the wife of
first movement. Or Bernard seems to me that Miss Bridges, control the
one
"distinguished dipof
their
difficulties
A
to
is figurtively biting the hand
Shaw (for this would be a barlomats."
that
feeds her when she spends
problem might be
by way a suggestion for ber shop that sneezed at geoThe Literary Guild has, howgraphy) would step up for a
pages running down) the counstudent body headquarters. At present
is impos- beard trim, and stand down try from whom her own nation ever, entirely redeemed itself in
my eyes, by presenting as a
sible, but work
a goal
conwith his eyes alight. Scholars has just borrowed a fabulous
bonus
book "THE LIFE OF
would find me at home in Ara- sum.
At the present time a
SAMUEL JOHNSON" by James
bic; bankers would hear me exThe characters in the book Boswell. It is, indeed, a welconducting
established, pound the currency; geologists,
body
are as repulsive as the poison- come addition to my library
the terrain; and the town wits
it
ous propaganda they spread. and Iwish to commend you on
would scamper off to repeat
Gloire, the heroine, is a spine- your selection.
or pilfer, my mots.
less individual who cannot even
Yours for better books and
stand up for herself, let alone satisfied subscribers!
You can foresee what would
her country. Miss Glanfield is
happen. "Had the damnedest exSincerely,
an arrogant, conceited, misinperience today!" great men
Valeria Kempf
It has been said that no man is perfect. This pertains, would tell
formed creature whoInsists uptheir friends. "Got
as we all agree, to the gentlemen of the press as well. shaved by a barber named Joe
on talking with authority on
This is a copy of the letter
The Seattle College Spectator is the students' paper and most amazing guy you ever saw any and every subject "Nils sent by Miss Kempf to the Litin your life. Brilliant! Mag- Larsen", and Iquote from an- erary Guild in protest of a book
above all one of the many criteria which outside inter- netic!
other review of this book, "Is
sent her mother as a club seA lesson to us all!" In
ests take into consideration when appraising the college a week people would be com- undoubtedly, the most boring lection, and the Spectator is
man in contemporary litera- taking the liberty of using it
ing to me by appointment only;
and its students.
as this week's book review.
in a month the barber shop
ture." He is also devoid of any
understanding or appreciation
would be a landmark; in two
Undoubtedly through the year there will arise at certain times either a crticism or an idea concerning the months, a shrine. The tips would of America.
be stupendous.But, no, it would
news coverage, make up, and similar particulars. Any seem a sacrilege to tip me
Why is it that the English
observations made by the students will be gratefully ac- my customers would send me have such a self-righteous attitude? Miss Bridges spent all
cepted by all here concerned on the staff. Your coopera- rare wines, exquisite water colher
time trying1 to convince
ors,
hand
tooled
books,
suggestions
tion will be successful if all
will be left in
seats
me,
the
reader, that England is
for the opera (though never,
the SPECTATOR office.
nation of the world,
the
first
a
sense
of
from
delicacy, one
also the most unselfish, kind, To the Editor:
particular opera of Rossini's).
Itis too bad thatsomeone didn't
They would build dinner parties democratic, and cultured. She think before they ordered the
around me.
street rally on the campus last
and the Red Sox were doing. Tuesday. The confusion resulting
The New England town meeting and the ASSC assemUniversities would ask me to
Ishould, you can see, have tri- from this mis-adventure brought
lecture, as they did Gene Tunbly are about all that is left of pure democracy in the
umphed right to the end.
about unnecessary inconvenience
ney; Information Please would
If, after some thought, Ide- to car owners,
U. S. To retain this essential manifestation of S. C. stufeature me Indefinitely as a
who were forced to
that role, it was not be- move their autos to the already
more dazzling Moe Berg. Fame, clined
dent life, to get things done, to not be a mob, we must
cause Ifeared Icould not bring crowded
parking spaces in nearby
which I felt had barred me
follow a few simple rules of procedure.
it off. It was because Ihad
from the front door, would by
lots and streets. In my estimadoubts of a different sort. Afnow have pushed me, with all
tion the whole affair was entirely
To get the floor, say: "Mister Chairman
."
ter all, Toscanini might rave juvenile
Its might, through the back
and uncalled for considerabout my music criticism unI
would suffer that final
ing the dire circumstances already
To state a proposal so that it may be discussed and
til he saw what Ihad done to
manifestation of it: ennui. And hi s mustache. Ambassadors put up with. It would be well for
voted on, say: "I move that
."
those In the upper brackets to
then, fed up, Iwould cast all
me
might wish

astic year.
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all student

jj^eads of the

officers and
the colabout
efforts of
Fred Holt.
deserves commendation.
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Mr.
for

all the officers of the school
between the dubs'' and
received.
this
slow and
this
uncalled for and does
coincide with
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condition
due
of increased enrollment. solution the
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of
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affairs should be
and above all should be used.
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LETTERS
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Mister Chairman

...

...

..

To change a proposal before the house, say: "I move
to amend the motion by
."

..

To learn the score, say: "Mister Chairman, Irise to
a point of information." When he sweetly says, "State
your point," ask him what you want to know. Simple,
isn't it?

...

—

to whisk

this glitter from me; one day
Toscanini would suddenly snarl
at a barber who dithered about
the weather, and Shaw would.,
stomp out of his chair, his ears
clogged with how the Cards

off to

palaces, but hardly when their

think before they call upon ua to

faces, were criss-crossed with partake in an utterly ridiculous
sticking palster. A great paint- stunt that benefits only a very
er might relish a discussion of few, and benefits these for publiVan Gogh; but not when he city reasons only.
found that, like Van Gogh, he Sincerely yours for better living.
had only one ear.
Disgusted Student

—

The day after The Spec had headlined his election, the day
after his 25 campaign portraits and uncounted campaign signs
had come down, Iwent looking for the new student body president.
"Have you seen Fred Holt this mornin?" Iasked three pretty
freshman girls.
"Who's he?" they chorused.
This piece is dedicated to the three pretty girls, and new students who don't know that:
Frederick Holt was born on the eighth day of February, 1925.
, but he \vas.
No one thought of him as a future politician
He was a child for a while and then he became a youth and
entered Bellarmlne High School in Tacoma. The distinctive stamp
of the place Is still on him. BeUarmlne boys have a sort of excited
friendliness, a quiet, eager quality which has always fired a lot
of activity here at the college. Bob Breskevich, Jim Henriot and
the Lombard! boys are of this type. So was Tony Buhr, the wellloved student president who was killed on Okinawa.
Then venturing fearlessly past the pulp mill that guards Tacoma, Fred came to Seattle College.
"In fact, he traveled incognito for two years at Seattle College,"
recalls Mary Ellen Moore. "NOBODY, except for a few Bohemian
characters, knew who Fred Holt was.
The lad was to be seen, however, on most of the clean-up committees and such like. The big wheels came to rely on bim as a
busy boy who would skip the glory and take on the dirty jobs.
He did a lot of publicity, posters, and such like.
Last year he suddenly appeared as a man with innumerabde
friends, who held him indispensible to the conducting of any large
activity. He joined the intercollegiate debate team, founded the
Chem club, joined the IK, handled business and publicity for the
drama guild.
When not at college Fred can be found at McHugh Manor. He
sells Insurance. He has the knack of making you feel very important. He's a great jitterbug. He faces the most complicated
task In the history of the ASSC. You know that he'll be trying
and succeeding.

..

. ..

How To Be A Freshman
—

Kathleen Runnels

Freshmen are those students who wander
through the halls and jam the staircases. They
are further distinguished by expressions of bewilderment, and a grim determination not to look like
freshmen.
Being a freshman, however, is not a disgrace in
itself. In fact, it has a certain prestige attached
—
to it like being a senior in high-school. Every
upper-classman was a freshman once. The muchlauded upper-crust of S.C. can look back, w^th
very little effort, upon the days when they, too,
had that green-as-Father Nichols'-lawn look about
them.
Of course, it is difficult to look a handsome letterman or a fair co-ed straight in the eye and admit that you know absolutely nothing about advanced trigonometry, a broken-field' run, or the
current stock-market quotations. It is also hard to
sit in a class of some 150 students who all seem to
have a faint glimmer of what the teacher is discoursing on behind their bifocals, and pretend that
you don't care if you graduate Sumraa-cum or just
Magna-cum. Don't let them fool you, though. They
practiced that look of intelligence three hours before a mirror.
Since there is no sure way of telling the green
ones from the learned, except in a bright light,
no one can be sure just who asks the stupid questions in class. However, the freshmen have the dubious consolation of knowing that they will receive the blame.
Blameworthy or blameless, green or just a delightful pale chartreuse, the freshman will grow out
of it, and become one of the campus characters
or even a personality. In about a year that I-wishI-were-still-teething look will be replaced by the
popular I'm-glad-I'm-graduating-soon look, and all
will be right with the world, the student, and the
treasurer's office.
Do you know, now, how to be a Freshman? Here
it is in capsule form: you wander through the
halls, knock over one of the few ashtrays, try to
order a whiskey sour in the Chieftain's, park your
gum on the library wall, look for a neon-sign over
the men's room, and, in general, do what comes
naturally.
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S.C.TO FACE SANTA CLARA JAN. 6
University Of Washington
Fenton Named to Assist Pavilion to be Scene of
College Athletics Head Winter Casaba Conflict

CHIEFTAIN
TOMTOMS

Huge Turnout
Points To Big
SC Hoop Year

The forthcoming basketball season will find the Chieftain quintet
Coach Joe Budnick greeted the
making its maple court debut against big time opponents. Important
by
Tangney
games dotting this year's schedule Include Santa Clara, Gonzaga, largest basketball turnout in Seand the Winco League tilts. The University of Washington Pavilion attle Colleget history last TuesMuch is spoken and written Golf and tennis teams will meet
will be the battling spot for the Santa Clara game and possibly day evening, in the Garrigan gym.
aiyiually, both.pro and con, on Se- Winco League opponents next
A total of 53 aspirants for the varfor the Wlnco League home
University,
Washington
zaga
attle College sports. There are spring with the tee mendefending
games.
sity five were inuniform the opinState at Pullman, and one other
questions that come to the fore their co-championship title of last
signing
On the night of January 6th, Northern Division team, probably ing night and more are
sooner or later each year Seat- year. Skiing will resume in the
Coach
ran
the
daily.
up
Budnick
the Seattle College Chieftains Idaho.
tle College footbftll, intramural same fashion as last year with
large squad through warm-updrills
their
first
of
test
basundergo
and intercollegiate, when and if. trips to the snow spots given by
Along with the announcement for the greater part of the turnketball; under the formidable
Big time and Intramural basket- the Ski Club. Also, some lively
of
the Santa Clara game, came out. In closing the initial pracguise of the Santa Clara Bronball? Baseball and softball? And talk of competitive skiing has
the report of the scheduling of tice the squad was broken down
the
can
pass
in
cos.
If
Chieftanis
the sitzmark cirdown into the minor sports, what been heard
the hurdle, they will definitely Gonzaga University. The contest into teams and each quintet was
of golf, tennis, skiing, bowling, cles. The school keglers are talkpowers in the Northwest with the Gonzaga Bulldogs will put through a strenuous five minbecome
etc.? Exactly how does Seattle ing up intramural bowling with
circles.
casaba
The Santa Clara inaugurate a home and home ser- utes scrimmage.
individual
and
team
compeCollege look in the sports world? both
not
a soft touch for ies, Feb. 4th at Seattle, Feb. 17th The big group was divided into
The duties of Bill's new job Broncos,
Well, here is the picture as Seat- tition but definite plans have yet
anyone
in
pre-war
days, are re- at Spokane. Gonzaga is expected two workable outfits for future
to
drawn.
be
tle College enters the 1946-47
will consist mainly in scheduling portedly
BILL FENTON
as
if not strong- to bo back with a good quintet turnouts. However, the coach exstrong
sports season.
games, publicizing' the athletic
So there you have the picture
er, than ever before. Indicative of this year, and will be another pects to have his varsity squad
as it is with no bright colors add- No surprise to anyone who teams and their contents, and
fact that the Broncos will strong test for the Chieftains. cut to fifteen or twenty men by
Seattle
ed to produce a false luster. Some has been affliliated with
making contacts with prospects. the
have
a formidable five, #is the
the end of two weeks.
will be pleased, others not but the College in recent years was the Bill starts his job in what promWith the above games defiFootball is still an uncertainty
announced
tour of the Northwest
Among the candidates, were
fact remains, Chieftain sports has announcerrint, on September Ist, ises to be the College's most imnite, and the 'possibility of a
dependent upon a great 'number
taken a decided upward turn and of the appointment of Bill Fen- portant year to date. Already in by the Bronco quintet. Besides game with Portland University four returning lettermen, Art Hasof circumstances, including faci- there's
no reason to believe that ton to the post of assistant Ath- his first month he has proved his playing Seattle College they will being discussed, Seattle College tings, Don Goebel, Bob Shay, and
litiies and student enthusiasm. it won't continue to rise at its letic Director. Bill will act as asability to handle) the assignment. meet Portland University, Gon- will find themselves playing a Bill Hawkins. Also present were
With four high school games a present speedy
sistant to Father Francis Logan
schedule that will probably top Bill Sands, Ned Mclver, Earl
pace.
weekbeing played in Seattle'sonly
S. J., who has handled this job
any of the smaller college sched- Spangler, Norm Willis and Tom
availablefootball stadium, the athalone during the past few years.
ules in the Northwest. The re- Sullivan, prep stars of recent
letic department is thankful the
maining basketball slate will con- years. Also turning out were: L.
Murry Healy, an SC Summer However, with the heavy school
College didn't undertake the fall
enrollment
this
year,
heightened
sist of several local practice Ovenell, V. Pepper, J. Gilmour,
student, took over as head coach
sport this year. But if the stugames, and the Winco League G. Janikula, J.Sweeney, D.
for the three major sports at sports interests and activities nedent enthusiasm of the present
the
cessitate
the
establishment
of
schedule,
which will include West- Berg, S. Nay a, A. Dor a n,
High School.
By Ed Beasley
term resembles, in any way, the Seattle's ODea
post of assistant athletic direcern Washington, Eastern Wash- R. Golden, J. Moore, J. Pinyan,
pallid spirit shown last year, intor.
The first day of class was hardly well on its way when Tom Tang- ington, Central Washington, and G. Varriano, R. Rickey, F. Byrne,
tercollegiate football will definsummer
hikers
were
forced
shouldered his way through the throng to acquaint me with the Pacific Lutheran. By the end of P. Claassen, S. Rousso, J. Van
ney
The
In appointing Bill Fenton to
itely be out. There are, however, to break with Hiyu. Coolee tradicollege
the
has
chosthat crowd bore out the prediction of the season Coach Budnick and Zandt, T. Boyd, J. Douglas, W.
position,
the
ever-imminent deadline
promises of some lively intration on their summer overnight en one of its outstanding alumni. Prexy Fred Holt who last week invited the head of all school or- his Chieftains will know they Wilson, T. O'Brien, B. McNeil, T.
mural touch play at the College hike. Goldmeyer was denied them
Sheehan, T. Kane, J. Murphy, T.
Iforget exactly the wording of the in- have played some basketball.
ganizations to dinner
for this fall, which may give us because of washed out bridges and
Flynn, R. Davis, A. Titus, R.
of
to
be
one
promising
spoke
coming
year
about the
vitation but it
One of the most welcome an- Thrapp, W. Lemay,
a hint to future expectations. hazardous snow slides. They reD. ChamberOr perhaps Prexy Fred amgreat development and confusion
Big time basketball apparently signed
nouncements
that the Athletic lin, N. Sundstrom, G. Winbert, P.
have
themselves to Denny Creek
rate
we
any
At
bitioned the former and feared the latter
has arrived, with over fifty pros- Camp taking daily excursions to
It's a department has made in regard Rosenblatt, R. Joyce, H. Cary, J.
lots of potential PHD's if they can only get some books
pects turning- out and such games alpine-like lakes
season, Harming, L. Bonar, and| R. Makthe
mountains.
World
in
Ser- to the coming basketball
shame the way classes interfere with listening in to the
was
of
majority
as Santa Clara and Gonzaga lined
that
the
the ula.
ies. If you wish simply the result took a look at our Veteran qhief, Winco league home games will
up for this winter. The University
you
Mr. O'Connell. One glance at his handsome features will tell
of Wshington Pavilion is the likebe played at the University of
well liked and well known
Two
whether his Sox have won. As Iwrite this, the series is tied at Washington Pavilion. Also all of
ly place for most of the big games
officials familiar to the SC
The sports future of Seattle Col- one all. I'm not crazy about the Cards but Isee no sense in mak- the "big" games will be played
which will give the student root(formerly Peter Pan Lunch)
quintet and rooters will be absent lege got a big shot in the arm ing them such short-enders in the betting. What impresses me about
ers a chance to turn out in full when
there. From the fans' point of
and
Musial.
men
as
Schondienst
College
Seattle
basketball when Bill Fenton announced that the team is the presence of such
view the advantages gained from
FEATURING
strength.
once again rolls around; since Art SC. will definitely play baseball The former has performed in the outfield, third and second with a
use of the Pavilion will be
the
knows,
has
Musial,
everyone
as
McLarney and Jimmy Ennis have in the spring. Arrangements are uniformly high fielding average.
twofold; as well as bringing Imthe gardens to first base with excellent results. proved seating;
begun their coaching duties at the being- made for a field to practice been changed
conditions, it will
Cream
anyThe Knights of Columbus gym- University of Washington and
do
These men are just naturally good ball players. They can
nasium will be the site for the Washington State College, respec- on and a place to play the games. thing anywhere on the field. They are associated out there with men also prevent Seattle College
games from conflicting with The NEW SENSATIONAL
casaba intramurals. This spot tively.
Prospects Jbok very good and
like Marion, Terry IMoore, Slaughter and Kurowski. I will never Washington
"FRENCH TIP"
Huskies home games,
should provide many a heated afplans are underway to schedule
understand how the Dodgers gave the cards such a battle, just as a strong- drawback to last years
the
increased
membig
college
ternoon with
all the
teams in the Icannot now figure how the Sox are heavy favorites to win in a
CA. 8936 14th & E.Pike
season.
bership of most school clubs and
northwest Among the '"name'1 short series
There was a sit-down strike among the hikers not
The
Seattle
fastball
College
organizations. The Winco League
squad didn't fare bo well in the players seen around the halls are so long ago. The appearance of the Delinquent Dozen is eagerly awaitinaugurates baseball this year and
Bud Emerson, all-city first base- ed on our next hike to see whether they have mended thir ways.
city Class A League this summer
Seattle (Sollege will follow suit.
from Lincoln; the Brown
and was just another name listed, man
The facilities are a bit unsettled
The ascendency of the McKay family in the Hiyu organization
brothers
and Joey Dahlam, from
but talent seems plentiful. Al- as the knock-out tournament be- O'Dea. West Seattle is represented is threatened by Grade, Stephanie and Rita Lyons all of whom are
gan. However, to the surprise of
with such names as Willis Self- enrolled at SC and all were along for the trek to Lake Isabel last
though baseball will dominate the
everyone the College team finWouldn't be surprised if two frosh backs give the
spring quarter sports action, fast- ished fifth in the tourney of sixty- ridge, and Blakeley. In a student Sunday
body this size there is also much Huskies plenty-of grief next Saturday at Pullman. Jerry Williams
ball teams will remain active.
five teams.
unrecognized talent that will show was All-City for North Central in Spokane in 1941. He worked
the Yankees at Gonzaga during the summer and looked
up when practice starts right after out with
good. He is naturally bigger now but still has the spark which
very
the spring' "monsoons."
made him a consistently brilliant player in his prep days. At another half is Bobby McGuire of Stadium. We speak of McGuire
with reservations, for he is a southpaw. But still he is good. I
CLUB
Styled
Dancing
remember well the afternoon he received either three or four SeCALL 808 LINBURGH
KE 8690
Anybody
attle Prep punts and ran them back for 6 points
THIS
cheap ? Joe Holmes
Stadium—
buy
to
a
season
ticket
to
the
want
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
COLLEGIANS
was the sole Seattle Prep threat, for he had plenty of speed in his
FALL QUARTER
long legs a good punter, too. Joe is how out of the lineup indefinAny Club! itely because
of doctor's orders so the Prep has little hopes of vicBegin
October 7
Classes
And Murray (Healey is havtories in the Cross State League
Mass of the Holy Ghost
To be announced
ing more than his share of grief at O'Dea. Perhaps Leon Carria
"Service
will step up and tell us what's the matter with the former fighting
All-Saints Day no classes
November 1
Those kids sure ought to be tough. Ilooked in at their pracIrish.
November 11, 12
Mid-Quarter Examinations
AEROTANE GASOLINE
VEEDOL & TYDOL
tice the other day at Liberty Park, or the Carbarn if you want it
MOTOR OILS
Thanksgiving Vacation
November 28, 29
that way. Before the boys could have any tackling drill they spend
EXPERT LUBRICATION
a few minutes clearing hundreds of rocks from a small space of
Annual Retreat
To be announced
ACCESSORIES
Mufflers & Tailpipes Installed
ground. One would expect them to really go battle crazy when alLast day to withdraw officially...December 6
"WHERE SERVICE SATISFIES"
lowed to play on a turf field
We ought to have an idea of
One weakFinal Examinations
December 19, 20
our prospects for basketball within a week or so
ness already pointed out is the preponderance of talent from the
hinterlands that vague territory across the flats of the Duwamish along which our City Fathers first debarked and which they
left at the earliest opportunity. The Indians quickly followed suit
YOUR FRIENDS at
but, strange to say, various palefaces have since returned to that
far region
During the dull days of the summer the Sport Editor of the University Daily ran quite an article on handball. He
treated the origin of the game rather sketchily. It originated fn
(Formerly Barney O'Connor's)
Ireland in the 10th century and was brought to the USA by an
Irish cop. The juxtaposition in one sentence of events separated by
Where YouBuy Your
many centuries opens up a rich field of speculation St. Patrick in
to
Station No. 4 on Kelly Lane sitting out a game while St. Brendan
PASTES
COSMETICS
See
Schweitzer i and St. Columban pounded the ball mightily as they sought to overcome the combined forces of Officers O'Toole and Shanahan. It's
CONVENIENT LOCATION QUALITY SERVICE
(Across the Street from the Cathedral)
game. Just ask Joe McAvoy.
OIIISII still quite a

...

A graduate of West Seattle High
School, Bill entered the College
in 1943 following a year at the
University of Washington. He
graduated from Seattle College
last spring, winning the men's
loyalty cup. (The cup is presented yearly to the man who has
been, judged by the students most
outstanding in school affairs).
While at Seattle College Bill won
three varsity letters in basketball, and was active in fastball.
In 1945, his senior year, he
served as President of the Lettermen's Club.
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Activities Clubs

WEDDINGS

The Students Speak

Organizations

By JIM T. HUGHES

NO. 1 QUESTON:

DRAMA GUILD
Officers and Moderators
GulW was revived
The
Drama
ASSC
The Associated Students of Se- last year. All students are eligiattle College is the official organ- ble for membership.
—
ization of all the students attendRay Siderius President
Don Woods Vice-Pres.
ing the college. Meeting monthly,
—
Pat Collins Secretary
it directs and controls all student
Pat Kelly Treasurer
activities. —
Fred (Holt President
OPERA GUILb
Bill Moeller Vice-Pres.
—
The Opera Guild was inaugurGerry Ahnstrom Secretary
—
ated last year. All students are
Jim McKay Treasurer
eligible to turn out for the operSgt.-at-Arms

—

—

—

WHAT DO THE GIRLS THINK ABOUT THE NEW
ODDS IN REGARDS TO THE FIVE MEN TO EVERY
WOMAN????? A year or two ago the odds were In
reverse with NINE women to every man. AU opinions
below are by women who have gone through the lean
"
years, and stuck It out.

—

WILLS (Sociology major
— PAT
Junior) "I find the whole thing
decidedly uninteresting. These
young men are here to acquire
an education, and the presence of
a small minority of women is beside the point

—

Tom Tangney
ettas.
Rev. Francis Logan Moderator
Bill Moeller— President
Rita Horan Secretary
AWSSC
Louie Duvall Treasurer
Associated
Women
The
Students

—

—

of Seattle College is a society of
READING CLUB
all the women students of the The Reading Club meets bicollege. It organizes and controls monthly to present and discuss
activities limited to women stu- reviews on recent publications.
Any book-lover is eligible.
—
Katy Neidermeyer President
—
AEGIS
Mary Stevenson Vice-Pres.
—
The Aegis is the Seattle College
Mercedes Siderius Secretary
Annual. All material is written
Rosemary Barrett— Treasurer
Mrs. Marie Leonard Moderator and arranged by the student members of the Aegis staff.
—
GAVEL
Mary Stevenson Editor
The Gavel Club is a debating
Mike
Hoffman and Gene Brown,
— Associate
organization meeting bi-monthly.
Editors
—
Beverly McLucas President
SPECTATOR
Ray Siderius Vice-Pres.
—
The Spectator is the official
Rosemary Barrett Secretary
—
news organ of the student body.
Jim Henriot Treasurer
—
It is published weekly and cirRev. V. M. Conway Moderator
culates to all students, alumni,
FORUM
colleges and friends of Seattle
The Forum Club is a freshman College.
—
and sophomore discussion organ- Jack Flood Editor
Associate
ization meeting bi-monthly. The George Anderson
Editor
meetings alternate with those of
ATD
the Gavel Club. The committee
consists of:
The Seattle College chapter of
Pat Collins, Rosemary Barrett, Alpha Tau Delta is the twelfth
chapter in the nation. It is an
Chris McHugh.
national honorary sorority for
MENDEL
The Mendel Club is a science nurses. Dr. Helen Werby is modclub, open to all pre-medical, pre- erator.
AED
dental, laboratory technicians, and
of Alpha Epchapter
The
SC
nursing students. Lecturers are
invited to attend the bi-monthly silon Delta is the Washington
chapter of a national organization
meetings.
for pre-medical students. Any preDick Boyce President
medical student with the required
"Bet" Abbott— Vice-Pres.
academic record is eligible.
Laura Ellis Secy.-Treas.
—
GSA
Rev. G. R. Beezer Moderator
Gamma Sigma Alpha is the of' ficial publications honorary at S.C.
SODALITY
The Sodality of the Blessed Vir- IThe required grade point average
gin is open to all students and plus three quarters on the Specmeets every second week. Affili- tator staff or in the publicity deated with the Prima Primaria in partment is necessary for memRome, it promotes charitable bership.
works and discusses Catholic probLAMBDA TAU
lems. Officers for the coming year This is a local honorary organihave not yet been elected.
zation for laboratory technicians.
Rev. H. L. Peronteau Mod- Lambda Tau admits students with

CORLISS SHARPE (NursingSophomore) "A fortunate situation, I'd say, but we'llneed a little
more cooperation from the other

-

side."

—

JEANNE BOYLE (P r e La w
Sophomore) "Are we getting in
condition for the ski trips in the
trucks? Iliked it better when SC
was a girls' school."

—

—

MARY ELLEN MOORE (Math,
major Junior) "In the immortal
words of Stephen Foster, DOO
DA!"

"

able to walk, not struggle, down
the halls.

PAULINE
CRUICKSHANK
—

(Soc.

'Senior) "I have heard by

the grapevine that the percentage
of men to women is five to one.
By means of consultation (my
own, of course), the average is
—
down to about 2 or 3 to I—it1 it isn't
bad either way! It certainly is a
great change from the past three
years. During last spring quarter the manpower shortage improved, but this quarter is "really
Hubba Hubba!" This year our
mixers will be dances instead of
turning out to be women's gab
sessions. Maybe it's just my Scottish nature, but the prospect of
dances being other than tolos appeals to me no end!"

—

MARIE DE LA TORRE (BiolWINIFRED APPLESEED (Post ogy Major Junior "I hope the
WHEN KATHLEEN McHUGH (center)
Grad in Home Econ.) "Some peo- boys won't bow out in the face
The ceremony was performed by the bride's
came the bride of Daniel T. Hurson, August 24,
ple accuse me of coming back be- of so
much competition. Itshould
brother, the Rev. Andrew McHugh. The bride
at the Church of the Assumption she was atcause of the men, but I'm really be interesting to watch."
tended by four sisters: (left to right) Miss Mary
and her sisters are the daughters of Mr. and .
very serious about getting my
Mrs. Charles A. McHugh of this city. Mr.Hur- j
McHugh, Miss Christine McHugh, Mrs. George
JEAN RAZEN (Sociology Madegree."
C. Harold (Ellen McHugh] and Mrs. Paul V. son is the son of Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Hurson.
jor Junior) "The delightful ar(JourKATHRYN
KINDRED
(Monroe and Aldus fboto.)
Harold (Veronica McHugh). Rosemary Cumnalism Soph.) "To those who at- oma of tweed and leather now
tended College during the time permeates the halls where forCOBB-HOUGHAM
August 10 was the wedding day of Lorraine Cobb and Stanley that male students were in the merly the cloying odor of Tabu
Hougham in Blessed Sacrament Church. Lorraine graduated from minority, thisis a long anticipated and tobacco assailed the nostrils
the aesthetic. This drastic
fey
Mooney the College in 1944 with a degree in Chemistry. The young couple change a change that will mean of
not only better competition in the change is due solely to the superare making their home in Seattle where Stan is enrolled at S. C.
In Seattle College, as in every
classroom, but greater success in abundance of men. Super-abundSMYTH-READ
ance, I take off my new John
co-educational school, the group
Louise Smyth and John Paul Read exchanged vows in St. Joseph's school activities. As to the odds
of
to
Frederick's
hat to you."
one,
they
say
five
.
there
is
graduated
called the Associated Women Stu- Church on August 31. Both Louise and John Paul were
numbers,
B.
in
luck
in
and
I
for
one
Chemistry
Seattle
The
bride
received
in
odd
College.
from
a
S.
driving
dents is, and should be a
EILEEN HILTON (Pre-Dent
1944 and the groom graduated in 1943 with a B. A. in Philosophy. believe it."
force in the College.
Junior) "I can only handle four
Father Beezer performed the ceremony.
MAXINE GILL (Sociology maat a time."
During the past few years, the
jor Soph.) "The mighty wheel
O'BRIEN-RILEY
women have made up the greater
the
of
the
of
Joann
has
Joseph's
wedding
great
penduSt.
Church was
scene
of fate
KATIE MORRISON (Soc. Maspun; the
part of the enrollment of Seattle O'Brien and Lieutenant, j. g., Jack Riley, U. S. N. Father Proudy, a lu.nhas turned the other way, and jor Junior) "For the past three
College, but the revolution has cousin of the bride, performed the ceremony on September 2. Joann now, hallelujah, the MEN ARE years the dream of every Co-ed
come and with it the women have attended the College from '41 to '44 and was Vice President 04 the BACK. Five guys for every gal!! seems to have been, "Boy, will
moved over to make room for the Student Body. Lieut, and Mrs. Riley will make their home in San Think of it, five to one. So spruce Ibe glad when the war is over
long-awaited male. The men now Francisco.
up, men. Comb those unruly locks. and we get a few more men
are numerically stronger, but we
McHUGB-HURSON
Shine those dusty brogans. Press around school." Our dream has
women don't intend to move out
On August 24th, in the Church of the Assumption, Kathleen that tasteful tie. And don't forget now come true but, confidentially,
of the picture. Instead, it is our McHugh and Daniel (Tim) Hurson were married. Father Andrew your manners. Our day is dawn- I'm scared skinny. Walking thru
desire to strengthen the AWSSC by McHugh, brother of the bride, performed the ceremony. Both Kay ing.' The competition is keen. Five the halls, anyone under 56" sees
many and varied activities. Lead- md Tim attended the College, whereTim was graduated this summer. men for every gal. Ah, shades of nothing but a couple of overcoat
ing this program of rejuvenation* Mr. and Mrs.
pockets and a pair of arms swingare living in Spokane, where the groom is sweet polyandry."
are the four capable officers, in- attending Gonzaga Law School.
MERCEDES SIDERIUS (Edu- ing along side. The whole idea is
troduced to the women students
LYONS-COAN
cation Junior) "It's wonderful to so novel that I'm not yet quite
at their first meeting on October
Margaret Mary Lyons became the bride of Joseph Coan on Sep- see so many boys at the College. sure whether Ilike it or not, al10. They are led by Katherine Nel- tember 14th. The wedding took place at St. Patrick's Church in The only drawback is that they though I see no reason why 1
dermeyer, assisted by Mary Stev- Walla Walla. Both IMargie and Joe attended Seattle College. Margie are all in the same spot at the couldn't get used to it in time.
erator
enson, Vice President. Mercedes Si- graduated in June and Joe is enrolled at the present time.
same time. Ican't help remem- (Do you suppose it will take very
five quarters residence.
JOHNCOX-SHAY
derius, Secretary, and Rosemary
bering the days when we were long?")
Jean Donnan President
HIYU COOLEE
The Church of the Immaculate Conception was the scene of the
Barrett, Treasurer, and under the
Elaine Beek Vice-Pres.
The Hiyu Coollee is a hiking
of JoAnne Johncox and Bob Shay. The wedding took place
Leonard,
wedding
of
Mrs.
Marie
direction
Klingele
Secy.-Treas.
club open to all' students. Organ- Dot
September 16. Bob is attending the College this fall, and JoAnne
moderator.
on
ized to foster healthful outdoor
(Continued from page 1)
SILVER SCROLL,
was enrolled last year.
exercise, it sponsors a hike every
A local women's organization
At the first meeting, the priDOHERTY-REILLY
writer for the SPECTATOR.
two weeks.
with a limited active membership mary activity of the Association
At St. Martin of Tours Church in Fife, Washington, Jane Teresa
Jim McKay— President
Silver
Scroll
In addition to the recent editorrequires
of fifteen.
was announced to be the intro- Doherty and James Reilly were married. Jane
is" a graduate of
Virginia Clark Secretary
90 quarter hours and 2.7 academic duction of Big Sister Day today. Seattle College.
ial appointments, two nominations
Louis Duvall Treasurer
standing for membership.
Each upper classwomaiihas drawn
became effective this week. CathMembers/ of the iSpeo staff
CRUICKSHANK-AHNSTROM
Rev. Francis Logan Moderator Joan O'Neill— President
the name of a struggling? (have
who
are making three complete
Gibbons,
3
the
of
Cruickshank
and
erine
wedding
day
pre-medical
sophOctober
was
Geraldine
Jeanne Marie Eschbach— Vice- you seen them?) frosh girl, and
Russell Ahnstrom. The ceremony took place in the rectory of Saint omore, has succeeded a four-year files of the Spectator for the
Pres.
it is this upper classman who will Anne's Church. Both Gerry and Russ have returned to Seattle Colpast five years, report that most
The bi-monthly meetings of the
veteran, June Peterson, as managALPHA SIGMA NU
fresh- lege this quarter. Gerry is Secretary of the Student Body.
act
as
a
sister
to
her
big
volumes lack only a few issues
Relations
International
Club fea- Alpha Sigma Nu is a national
ing editor. The circulation crew being complete. Numbers still
ture round table discussions of Jesuit honorary for men, limited man protege.
is in charge of Christine McHugh, missing are:
This is Big Sister Day! Introforeign and domestic topics.
to juniors and seniors.
duce your Freshman to at least
sophomore medical technician and
Rev. V. M. Conway Moderator
Vol. VIII, 1940-41, No. 7.
MU SIGMA
two other girls (and fellows) and
Vol. IX, 1941-42, No. 9, 11,
new exchange and circulationmanLETTERMEN
Mv Sigma is a music honorary in this way1 the friendly spirit so
12, 14, 17, 18.
ager.
The Seattle College Lettermen's open to music students.
prevalent at SC willnot disappear
Vol. X, 1942-43, No. 5, 6, 9,
Club is open to undergraduates
Senior Roscoe Balch has been 12, 27.
multiplication. Do
because
of
our
who have earned a letter in college
During the Fall Quarter the retained as feature editor, as was
as Ido— tell them you have a
Vol. XI, 1943-44, No. 9, 26.
athletics.
A prize of ten dollars has
XII, 1944-45, No. 188.
Did you wonder about that
last
Vol.
spring.
locker.
announced
Another
Dutch Goebel President
(Continued from page 1)
been offered by Wilson, Winihan 85% attendance rule will be in efbulge In locker 1?
If
has these missing isanyone
year's
hold-over
from
last
force
Hastings
Art
Vice-Pres.
and Wilson in a contest to name fect, which means that at least
sues, it would be greatly apprecipost-game dance in honor of the
Vince Pepper Secy.-Treas.
is
Schweitzer,
senior,
(if
Ken
business
This column will continue
it the new College Room at the
45 of the 53 five-hour classes must
by the Spec staff if he would
Rev. R. J. Carmody Moderator visiting team is planned for the does) to let the girls know what Chieftain .Fountain.
as manager of the business depart- ated
bring them to the Spec office at
Monday night of play.
be
attended.Nine
absences
means ment and advertising representais coming off for and about them.
The new room has been furnPRE-LEGAL
once.
Winding up plans for FreshThe Pre-Legal Club is open to men Week and concluding the first Speaking of tilings coming off, 1 ished with booths and decorated an automatic E. 26 out of the 30 tive.
.Students who were listed as repre-law students. Prominent city pre-quarter dinner convention, heard through a discreet source, with paintings by John Denning, three-hour
classes must be atten- porters
and Ipromised not to say a word, art editor pf last year's Aegis.
or other departmental
lawyers address the monthly meet- Prexy Holt asked
that a copy of but Iknow you can keep a secded. Two-hour classes calls for workers on the Spectator last year
quarters
The
more
were
ings.
spacious
every club's constitution be subRev. V. M. Conway Moderator mitted to him. He also suggested ret Iheard that there is going a summer development at the attendance of 17 out of 20 under and who now desire reinstatement Across the Street from School
to be a style show for us gals. Chieftain, demanded by the inare advised to register at Monday's QUALITY PETROLEUM
that every organization inform
the same penalty.
COMMERCE CLUB
Ican not say when, where, or any- flux of new students.
meeting of the staff.
PRODUCTS
the
its
throughout
year of
The Commerce Club, organized him
thing more, but wait until you see
activities in order to expedite
to augment the teachings of the
it before you spend that last $20
school room and correlate lessons coordination among College func- of your summer pay check.
with practical business, is open tions. Final announcement conNow until next week this is your
to commercial and business stu- cerned, a third quarter fee which
will be established to help reduce woman's reporter saying "I'll see
the cost of spring session activi- you at the Mixer tonight. All of
CHEMISTRY CLUB
ties.
you!"
Newly organized, the Chemistry

—

—

mings, cousin of the bridegroom, was flower girl.

j

—

—

DEEDS
MISS
— Marcie

—

—

—

—
—

Hudson

—

—

———

Spec Files Near

Completion;

——

Few Still Sought

—

"Chieftain" Offers Absence Limit
For Coming
$10 Prize for
Told
Best Room Name Quarter

—

—
—

Leaders Meet

—

—

Clipper Service

1

—

—

WELCOME BUCK, STUDENTS

Club is open to chemistry majors,
but its meetings are open to any
student of the College interested
in the field of Chemistry.

Lines on Former Students
—by

...

Joan O'Neill

Mr. and Mrs. John McGarry are the proud parents of a son,
SKI CLUB
The Ski Club is organized to Michael Johrf, born on September 25. Mrs. McGarry, the former Kit
promote winter sports. Excursions Eisen, waa graduated from SC in June 1945 and John graduated in
1943. Kit waa Homecoming Queen in 1945.
are undertaken twice a month.
I. K.'S
The Intercollegiate Knights are
members of a national service organization. Members are chosen
from the male students.
Bob Mahaney— Honorable Duke
John Powers Worthy Scribe
John Deignan Chancellor of the

I

—

—

Exchequer

Tom Tangney
corder

—

November 18th has been chosen as the wedding date for Pat
Sullivan and James Connally, both of Olympia. Pat attended the
College in 1943-44.
Ray Siderius left Monday for Fort Lewis to join the Army. Ray
has been attending SC during the past year and leaves the office
of Vice-President of the Gavel Club and Drama Guild President to
join Uncle Sam.

Several former students left SC to join the Novitiate of the Jesuits
Worthy Re- at Sheridan, Oregon. Among them were Joe Reilly, Vernon Robinson, John Daly, and Vernon "Harkins.

CHIEFTAIN FOUNTAIN
1 104 BROADWAY

Announces
MORE ROOM; GREATER SEATING CAPACITY
Owned and Operated by Students of Seattle College

WHERE COLLEGIANS MEET!

OPEN: 7A. M. to 10 P. M.

